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WARNINGS
WHO SHOULD READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS
These instructions should be read by:
- the specifying engineer
- the installer
- the user
- the service engineer

The manufacturer reserves the right to change
the technical characteristics and specification of
its products without notice.
The availability of some versions and their accessories
is market dependant.

SYMBOLS
The following symbols are used in this manual:

TRANSPORT, UNPACKING AND INSPECTION
When possible transport the boxes of evacuated tube standing upright, taking notice of the THIS WAY UP arrows. If
the boxes can only be laid down, always place on a flat, firm
surface such as a compressed wooden board. If stacking
the boxes, ideally do not exceed 3 layers, and ensure they
are strapped down in place to avoid movement. Straps
should be padded with thick cardboard or similar at box
corners to avoid cutting into the boxes.

Essential instruction for the correct
operation of the installation.
Essential instruction for the safety
of persons and the environment.

Component List
Please familiarize yourself with the components listed on
the packing list, which is included in the collector
manifold packing box. If any components are missing, or
additional parts are required, please contact your
supplier who will have spares in stock.

Danger of burns

RECCOMENDATIONS

Tube & Heat Pipe Inspection
a) Open tube box(es), which contain the evacuated tubes
with heat pipes inserted. Check to make sure the evacuated tubes are all intact, and the bottom of each tube
is still silver. If a tube has a white or clear bottom, it is
damaged and should be replaced. The heat pipe should
be removed and inserted into a replacement tube.
b) Do not remove and/or expose the tubes to sunlight until
ready to install, otherwise the heat pipe tip will become
very hot, sufficient to cause serious skin burns. The
outer glass surface will not become hot.
NEVER TOUCH THE INSIDE OF THE EVACUATED TUBE
OR HEAT PIPE TIP AFTER EXPOSURE TO SUNLIGHT.
WEAR THICK LEATHER GLOVES IF HANDLING THE
HEAT PIPE. WEAR SAFETY GLASSES AT ALL TIMES
WHEN HANDLING THE GLASS TUBES.
c) ACV does not warrant the tube or heat pipes against
failure as a result of damage incurred during transport
or installation.

• Please, read carefully this manual before installing and
commissioning the boiler.
• It is prohibited to carry out any modifications to the
inside of the appliance without the manufacturer’s
prior and written agreement.
• The product must be installed and serviced by trained
engineers, in compliance with current standards.
• Any failure to follow instructions relating to tests and
test procedures may result in personal injury or risks
of pollution.
• To guarantee safe and correct operation of the appliance, it is important to have it serviced and maintained
every year by an approved installer or maintenance
company.
• In case of anomaly, please call
neer.

Frame
a) Unpack the standard frame that is provided together
with the manifold. If a frame kit is being used, those components will be packed separately from the manifold.
b) Depending on the roof surface, rubber pads, roof
attachment straps or round feet may be used to attach
the standard frame to the roof. These components are
supplied separately from the standard frame.

your service engi-

APPLICABLE STANDARDS
The appliances carry Solar Keymark mark, in accordance with
the standards of norms EN 12975-1 and EN 12975-2.
WARNINGS
This documentation is part of the information delivered with
the appliance and must be given to the user and stored in
a safe place!
An approved installer must carry out the assembly, commissioning, maintenance and repair of the system, in accordance with current standards in force.
ACV shall not accept any responsibility for damage caused
by non-compliant location of the system or by use of the
parts or connections not approved by ACV for this application.
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INTRODUCTION
UTILISING SOLAR ENERGY
The working principle of a solar heating system can be easily
explained. A collector receives the solar radiation, and as
a result heats up. This heat produced is channelled in the
greatest possible quantity to a hot water tank. No fuel is used
during this process, and so there are no CO
emissions, thus
2
no environmental pollution. The quality of solar energy that
the collector is able to transfer into the house depends mainly
on its capacity to absorb light, but also on its insulation from
the external environment, which prevents the dispersion of
energy from the collector itself.
The heat pipe evacuated tube consists of the glass evacuated
tube described below. In addition a copper heat pipe is installed within the tube. The copper heat pipe transmits heat to
its tip which is plugged into the collector’s heat
transfer manifold. As water runs through the manifold heat
is transferred from the copper heat pipe to the water. The
heat pipe is a very efficient means of of transferring heat from
within the evacuated tube to the water. The following diagram
shows both the glass evacuated tubes and the copper heat
pipe. The heat pipe is simply inserted into the glass tube, held
in place with high quality silicon based glue. There is no need
for a air tight seal between the glass tube and heat pipe, in
fact air must be able to move in and out of the tube as the
air inside heats up and cools down.

Fig. 1.

The heat pipe transfers the heat to the manifold by a very
simple method. The copper heat pipe is hollow and contains
acetone. The hollow centre of the heat pipe is a vacuum, so
that at even at temperatures of around 40oC the acetone will
vaporize (boil). The vapor rises to the tip (condenser) of the
heat pipe where the heat is transferred to the water flowing
through the manifold. The loss of heat causes the vapor to
condense and flow back down the heat pipe where the process is once again repeated. This method of heat transfer
is thousands of times more efficient than a solid copper rod.
Heat is therefore very efficiently transferred from the glass
evacuated tube to the water.

Absorber
External pipe

Internal pipe

CONSTRUCTION OF THE SOLAR COLLECTOR
Glass evacuated tubes
Glass evacuated tubes are the key component of the Solar
heat pipe evacuated tube solar collectors. Each evacuated
tube consists of two glass tubes. The outer tube is made of
extremely strong transparent borosilicate glass, that is able
to resist impact from hail up to 25mm in diameter. The inner tube is also made of borosilicate glass, but coated with
a special selective coating (Al-N/Al) which features excellent
solar heat absorption and minimal heat reflection properties.
The air is withdrawn (evacuated) from the space between the
two glass tubes to form a vacuum, which eliminates conductive and convective heat loss.
Manifold
Made from aluminium, insulated with mineral wool.
Frame
There are two types of frames: for flat and pitching roof.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Glass
Vaccum
Layer of absorption
Aluminium rounded plate
Heat pipe

Fig. 2. Evacuated tube
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TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
DIMENSIONS AND TECHNICAL DATA

22 pipes
solar collector

Type
Main data
Length
Width
Depth
Weight (empty)
Total capacity
Max. pressure
Aperture surface area
Absorber surface area
Standstill temperature, max.
Solar fluid
Pressure loss (0.2 kg/s)
Evacuated tubes
Number of pipes
External diamater
Thickness and glass type

mm

2000
1830
185

2000
2430
185

78
1.6
9

104
2.2
9

m2
m2

3,66
1.77

4,86
2.41

0C

mbar

180
water + propylene glycol*
4

180
water + propylene glycol*
6

mm
mm

22
58
borosilicate 1.6 mm

30
58
borosilicate 1.6 mm

SS-AlNx/Cu
aluminium

SS-AlNx/Cu
aluminium

mm

22

22

kg/m3

140

140

mm
mm
kg
litr
bar

Selective absorber coating material
Materia³ wkładki przewodzącej
Manifold
Copper tube outer/inner diameter
Manifold insulation
Mineral wood
Finishing
Construction frames
Profile
Absorption
Emission
Coefficient 1
Coefficient 2
Efficiency
Homologation

30 pipes
solar collector

%
%
W/m 2 x 0 C
W/m 2x 0 C 2
%

*) with additives
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stainless steel
stainless steel
~93
do 10
1,269
0.007
53,2
EN-12975 - DIN CERTCO

stainless steel
stainless steel
~93
do 10
1,269
0.007
53,2
EN-12975 - DIN CERTCO

INSTALLATION
INSTALLING EVACUATED GLASS TUBES
Install evacuated glass tubes into the profile (rys.3). During
installtion you have to turn the pipe around its lenght, and
the brackets in the bottom must be open. After you put the
pipe, you have to close the bottom bracket and use the screw
to fit the pipe.

SOLAR COLLECTORS LOCATION
On-roof mounting:
The tube collectors can be mounted at an angle of
15° – 75°.
An installation angle of less than 15° is not permissible.
Flat roof installation:
The tube collectors can be installed on flat roof frames
in the as-delivered condition with an angle of 30°, 45°
or 60°.
An installation angle of less than 15° is not permissible.
In most installations it is highly recommended to achieve an
install angle of 45-50o. This provides optimal winter
output, and greatly increases resistance to freak hail
storms.

Fig. 3
Notice:
- the ends of the heat pipe (the condenser) must be covered
with thermal paste before you put them to the manifold
(fig. 4)
- look after the position on pipes - keep them upright to the
profile and the manifold
- screw tight everything

MINIMUM SPACE RECQUIRED
Minimum space needed for installation is determined on the
solar collector and frames dimensions. Parts of the mounting frames and possibilities of installation are shown on the
pages 12 - 14.

INSTALLING SOLAR COLLECTORS
It is recommended to install solar colectors on the south
side of the roof. Protect the construction against the wind
and snow.
NOTICE:
allowed load of snow is 1.4 kN/m2 and by wind 0.8 kN/m2
(or 30 m/s).

Always check local conditions and law regulations before installing
Fig. 4
Piched roof installation - see page 12
Channel sections - reassembled became strong construction
for the manifold and evacuated glass tubes
Aluminium profile - used in bottom to install plastic brackets
for evacuated glass tubes. Must be srewed with the channel
sections.
Roof connection - perforated flat bars installed with one side
under the roof tile.

At the begining start to build the construction with channel
sections. Then install manifild and aluminium profile. After this
you can install evacuated glass tubes. Detailed description
you will find later, pages 12-14.

Flat roof installation - see page 13
Channel sections - reassembled became strong construction
for the manifold and evacuated glass tubes. The ankle can
be changed.
Aluminium profile - used in bottom to install plastic brackets
for evacuated glass tubes. Must be srewed with the channel
sections.
Roof connection - spot footings are installed with channel
sectins and the roof
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INSTALLATION
HYDRAULIC CONNECTION

HEAT TRANSFER FLUID PIPES

Connection between collectors

Heat transfer fluid is a special propylene glycol called TYFOCOR LS, with frozing temperature below minus 280C.

For installing solar collectors in series use flexible connection,
installed on the manifold for bth collectors.
Specialy in summer days and no heat trasfer,
the temperature in solar collector can be
2000 C.

If you need to stop installing, notfilled solar
collectors must be closed with rubber plugs
(all pipes). Evacuated glass tubes instal after
filling the syste with propylene glycol.

The working pressure can be max. 6 bar. Beacuse of these,
all connections must be very well done.

Other connections
Use flexible connections only between solar collectors and cupper pipes.

Notice: solar station and expansion vessel should be installed in a pleace with easy access - the best is close to
the hot water tank.

To connect solar collectors with a water tank, use only atested
uper pipes (with the name of manufacturer).
- Max. leghts of pipes - 30 m
- Recommended diameter diamtere external/diameter internal - 20/18 mm, (depending on length)
- Recommended flow: 0.1 - 0.25 litr/min for one glass pipe;
for 22 pipes: 2.2 - 5.5 litr/min
- Pipe connections – hard solder

After putting the temperature sensor to the manifold, close
other ouputs with rubber plugs.

For the active surface (aperture) about 20 m2 ,
recommended diameter is 42/39 mm or 54x50
mm, depending on the their length.

Installing pipes
All pipes should be installed possibly close and in a straight way
to the water tank with he drop in water tank direction to avoid
air in the pipes. If it’s impossible, use manual air-vents.

Connection in series (max. 2 collectors)
manual air-vent

manual
air-vent

flexible pipe
to the solar
collector

Przewód giętki

T-connection

Parallel connection
cupper
pipe
Fig. 5. Solar collectors connection
Fig. 6. Air-vents - where to install
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INSTALLATION
Pipes insulation
Thickness of insulation should be about one pipe diameter
D (for lambda app. 0,04 W/m x K ). Through the wall or
roof it can me reduced to 50 %. Thermal insulation should
resist on:
- temperature not less than 1500C,
- UV radiation,
- atmospheric conditions

return
COLD

Around the flat roof, the insulation should be protected with
an alumiunium sheet - to avoid mechanical damage and atmospheric conditions.

flow
HOT

manual airvent

Connecting hot water tank
It must be done according to the tank instruction.
In the bottom part it’s reccommened to create thermosyphone on the height of 10 diameters of the pipe diameter
to avoid grawity flow. In the lowest part of thermosyphone
should be drain valve.
Solar station
Should be installed in easy access place close to the hot water
tank. Safety valve output pipe 3/4” must be put to the transport box of propylene glycol (maks. lenghth is 1,5 m).

fill-in and drain valve

Fig. 8. Recommended elements of the heat
tranfer fluid pipes around the water tank

If the volume of the heat trasnfer fluid is
bigger than 20 liters, it;s recommended
to install expansion vessel with bigger
capacity.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

3-FLUSS fl ow regulator
Return ball valve DN 25 VRRS with check valve
Blue handle
Thermometer
Safety unit with manometer, safety valve,
connection to expansion tank
Wall support bracket
Gasket kit
Insulation
Circulator (optional)
Solar controller support in EPP
Controller (optional)
Screw M5x20 with thread washer to fi xing the
solar controller on the support in EPP

Fig. 7. Solar unit
SOLAR UNIT MAIN CHARACTERISTICS
- Insulation to protection of the controller;
- 3 working ranges of fl ow regulator:
0,3÷6 l/min, 2÷15 l/min and 10÷30 l/min;
- Load / discharge / washing of the system and disassembly of circulator
without having to empty the system;
- Internal degaser into delivery pipe;
- Compact safety unit includes safety valve, manometer and flexible connection
for expansion tank;
- Lateral hole for pump cooling;
- Assembling against the wall/storage tank;
- Flanged ball valves with thermometers on delivery hand / return hand;
- Insulation in black EPP 40 g/l;
- All seals are assured by flat fittings and gaskets
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START-UP, COMMISIONING AND MAINTENANCE
PREPARATION TO START-UP

STARTING-UP
Air - venting
Start in motion for 3 minutes solar unit. Turn off. Turn on
again for next 2 - 3 minutes. Open all air vents and close after
venting. Do it again if necessary. Recommended pressure
after air venting: min 2.5 bar.

Before flushing and attempt to check if here is no leaks,
read carefully all instructions: tank and other devices.
Behave according them, specially filling the tank and
electric connections.

Starting-up heat transfer circuit
Flushing the installation
Before filling the system with propylene glycol, all circuit of
heat transfer fluid must be flushed carefully with water .
Minimu time of flushing - 10 minutes.

Check all the daring valves of the heat transfer fluid circuit - all
should be closed, cutting valves open. Check the pressture in
the solar expansion vessel - should be around 0.5 bar higher
than the pressure in the heat transfer fluid “cold” circuit.

Flushing water should be connected to the solar unit in the
filling in pipe.

Start the pump on the 1 stage. If the required value of flow is
not received, put the pump in higher level.
The flow should be equivaent to the temperature difference
between 10-150C at the strong sun light in the afternoon.
Approximate value:
Flow (liter/min) = 0,1 - 0.25 liter/min for one heat-pipe

The system may not be flushed and filled if the collectors were
previously exposed to direct sunlight, or are even still being
exposed to the sunlight or if sky is very bright or in the temperature lower than 3-50C. Flushing should be done through
the lowest drian valve. It should be open till all the water fill
out. After flushing the installation, close the drain valve.

For solar collector 30 pipes it is around 3 - 7 litres/min, for
22 pipes is around 2.2 - 5.5 litres/min

Filling with the heat transfer fluid
NOTE: Should be done immediately after flushing the
installation with water
The heat ransfer fluid is propylene glycol called TYFOCOR LS,
frozen temp. – (minus) 280C. Filling pressure: min 2,5 bar.
Dran valves closed. Filling slowly allows eliminate some air.
After few hours from the filling, check if there is no leaks, at
the pressure minimum 2,5 bar.

COMMISIONING AND MAINTENANCE

Test avoiding leaks
Test pressure: 5 bar
Time of the test: minimum 1 hour

If it’s possible (every 2-3 weeks) it’s recommended to check
the pressure on the solar unit and capacity o the solar box
ander the drain valve 3/4” from the safety valve. The pressure
should be 2.5 - 4.5 bar.
After one year of work, qualified person should check the
installation (just after first working summer)

Solar installation should be done in a way that for a year
nothing should be done, also during summer.

The test is ok, when after 1 hour the test presuure will not
decrease more than 0.05 bar (0.005 MPa).
If the test pressure of the solar circuit in the
tank is lower than 5 bar the test avoiding leaks
should be done without tank connected.

Any work around heat transfer fluid circuit should be done
after cooling the system.

At least once in 2 years he heat transfer fluid must me
checked. If it’s necessary, it should be changed into new. This
thing should be done by the qualified person.
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SOLAR CONTROL UNIT
In the instruction of the solar unit, in the parameter 22
“Type of installation” you have to put “6” - solar system
heated up by the additional boiler.
Reqiured sensors:
- collecor sensor (F1) - KLF 1000
- water tank sensor - bottom (F4) - SPF
- water tank sensor - top (F3) - SPF

SD3 is the solar control unit that configures automatically
after sensor connection and chossing type of installation.
Dipleay the the solar control unit shows temperature, work
mode, day of week and status of relays.
SD3 controller must be installed and programmed according
to it’s instruction. Elektric connection for the diagrams 10a
- 10b must be done according to the controller instruction.
For the diagram 10c, connection with boiler Prestige Solo
and Smart tank is shown below.

Connection diagram with SD3 control unit

F3

Fig. 9. Electring diagram of the SD3 control unit

LEGEND
Outputs:
A1 - collector pump with adjustable speed
A2 - programmable relay
A3 - programmable relay T1 with T2 input
Inputs:
F1 - solar collector temperature sensor
F2 - return temperature (option) - to calculate amount of heat
F3 - water tank sensor - top (option)
F4 - water tank sensor - bottom
F5 - additional sensor (option)
Impuls - impuls input of the flowmeter (option)

1
0

EXAMPLES OF INSTALLATION

Fig. 10a. Solar heating with Smart Multi Energy and solar control unit SD3

Fig. 10b. Solar heating with Smart Multi Energy, fire place, solar control unit SD3.
Back-up heat by Alfa/Delta boiler.

Fig. 10c. Solar heating with Smart Multi Energy and condensing boiler Prestige Solo and
solar control unit SD3.
1
1

MOUNTING FRAMES - PITCHED ROOF
Amount for 22 tubes
solar collector

Amount for 30 tubes
solar collector

Mounting set for 1 solar collector on the pitched roof

1

1

Collector pipe

1

1

Mounting brackets profile

1

1

1

Front profile with holes - Manifold

3

3

2

Roof connections

6

6

4,7

Set of all screws

1

1

22

30

SIGN
RK

RK22/RK30
P22/P30
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NAME

Glass pipe bracket
Thermal paste

6

Evacuated solar glass tube

Bacuse of the similar installtion, we will desribe installation of the
30 pipes solar collector.
The solar collector installed on the roof (Fig.11) using 6 hooks
(2). Front profiles (1) are equipped with special holes (3), that
allows to connects hooks (2). On one side, hooks are mounted by
screws (4) to the front profile (1), and the second side of hook is
inataled under the roof tile or is installed to the roof construction.

Fig.11

1

1

22

30

The manifold RK30 is installed to the front prifiles (1) using
the connections (7) - Fig. 13.
Fig.13

RK22/RK30

Using the same connections (7) the profile P30 is mounted
with front profiles 1 (Fig. 4). There you have to install 30
glass tube brackets (5).

RK22/RK30

Fig.14

P22/P30

P30

In the manifold holes you have to put evacuated glass
tubes (Fig. 11).
During installtion you have to turn the
pipe around its lenght, and the brackets in the bottom
must be open. After you put the pipe, you have to close
the bottom bracket and use the screw to fit the pipe.

Fig.12
RK30

Notice:
- the ends of the heat pipe (the condenser) must be covered
with thermal paste before you put them to the manifold
- look after the position on pipes - keep them upright to the
profile and the manifold
- screw tight everything

1
2

MOUNTING FRAMES - FLAT ROOF
Ilość
kolektor 22 rurowy

Ilość
kolektor 30 rurowy

Mounting set for 1 solar collector on the flat roof

1

1

Manifold

1

1

Profile for glass tubes brackets

1

1

1

Front profile

3

3

3

Spot footings

6

6

4

Supporting cross (2 profiles)

2

2

5

Glass tube bracket

22

30

6

Evacuated glass tube

22

30

7

Set of srew

1

1

8

Back support (2 profiles)

3

3

9

Angle strut

2

3

Set of screws

1

1

Thermal pase

1

1

Oznaczenie

Nazwa

RK22/RK30
P22/P30

Roof construction for the 30 pipes solar collector counts 6
spot footings (3) used to connect the construction with the
flat roof (Fig. 15). On this construction the solar collector
will be installed. In the spot footings are 2 holes, diameter
12 mm for screws.

Fig.17

Fig.15
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Mounting three sets: each of them contains front profile
(1), agle strut (9) and adjustable back support (7) . Removing one profile decreases twice the angle. Holes in the back
profile guarantee 45 angle for the glass tubes of solar collector.

9

a

By the front connection (2) and supporting cross (4) mount
the complete construction.
Glass tubes brackets (5) install in the profile P30 (fig.14).
Then put the profile onto the construction and attach it by
the connections elements. The same must be done with
the manifold RK30 (Fig.13).

On the Fig. 16 shown how to connect spot footing with front
profile. The same is for back support.

In the manifold holes you have to put evacuated glass tubes
(Fig. 11). During installtion you have to turn the pipe around
its lenght, and the brackets in the bottom must be open.
After you put the pipe, you have to close the bottom bracket
and use the screw to fit the pipe.

Fig.16

Notice:
- the ends of the heat pipe (the condenser) must be covered
with thermal paste before you put them to the manifold
- look after the position on pipes - keep them upright to the
profile and the manifold
- screw tight everything

1
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